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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Photovoltaic (PV) devices, which can directly convert sunlight into electricity, are being in-

creasingly recognized as one of the most promising and attractive methods for harvesting solar

energy. Although this green and renewable energy source promises a bright future, the current

PV technology is still too expensive to become a primary source of energy and a huge effort

is being made to develop new generation PV devices with lower production costs and higher

power conversion efficiencies. In the past decade, solar cells based on organic semiconductors

have attracted a widespread interest in both academic and industrial communities due to their

lightweight, cheap fabrication, mechanical flexibility, easy processing and many other advan-

tages. However, the main limitation of the current organic photovoltaic (OPV) technology is its

low power conversion efficiency compared to its inorganic counterparts. The first organic solar

cell devices exhibit power conversion efficiency below 1%; however, in recent years a significant

improvement has been made in the efficiency of OPV devices with the development of novel or-

ganic materials with tunable electronic properties and utilizing new device architectures. This

has led to achieve power conversion efficiencies above 10% [1] in the most recent ones. In this

regards, an ongoing effort is being placed on the synthesis, processing, theory and application

of new organic semiconducting materials to enhance the power conversion efficiency of pho-

tovoltaic devices. This thesis is devoted to synthesize new organic semiconductors for OPV

applications.
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1.2 Organic semiconducting materials

Organic semiconductors are carbon-based compounds that can be categorized into two main

classes: low molecular weight materials (small molecules) and large molecular weight materi-

als (polymers). For both classes, the semiconducting properties are attributed to the presence

of a π-conjugated system and a delocalized π-electron cloud in the molecular structure of these

materials. An interesting feature of organic semiconductors is that their electrical and chemical

properties can be tailored by modifying the chemical structure of the compounds in endless

combinations. Furthermore, the organic molecules have the potential to be cheaply synthe-

sized on large scale without significant concern on the limit of raw materials. All of these

features have made them a potential candidate for many applications including PV devices. In

an organic semiconductor, the incident light with enough energy will promote electrons from

(mainly) the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to the lowest unoccupied molecu-

lar orbital (LUMO) or higher energy orbitals, leading to an electronically excited state. This

HOMO-LUMO energy gap (often referred to as optical bandgap) is controlled by the degree

of conjugation of the semiconductor. This optical bandgap in organic semiconductors can be

tuned, enabling these molecules to absorb and emit in the visible, near infrared and near ultra-

violet spectral region, which makes them suitable for photovoltaic applications.

1.3 Organic solar cells

Early organic solar cells were composed of a single component active layer sandwiched be-

tween two electrodes with different work functions. In a single component solar cell, when the

light is absorbed by active layer, electrons are excited to higher energy orbitals and leave holes

in the HOMO, thereby forming a tightly bound electron-hole pair (exciton). The internal elec-

tric field created by the difference between the work functions of electrodes has to lead to the

separation of the exciton pairs, pulling electrons to the positive electrode and holes to the nega-

tive one. These single component OPV devices displayed poor power conversion efficiencies of

less than 1% [2] because the internal electric field in such devices is not strong enough to over-

come the Coulomb attraction of the photogenerated electron-hole pairs and often the electrons

recombine with the holes rather than reaching the electrode. The efficiencies were improved

significantly in 1980s by the development of new device architecture in order to improve exci-

ton dissociation and reduce recombination. In this new bilayer donor-acceptor heterojunction
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concept, two different layers were used in the active layer of the device; a material with a low

ionization potential (IP) given by the HOMO level, called the donor, and a material with a high

electron affinity (EA) given by the LUMO level, called the acceptor (see Figure 1.1 (left)) [3]. In

this approach, the difference between the LUMO energy level of donor and acceptor (referred

to as LUMO offset) provides the required energy for exciton dissociation. However, a major

drawback of this concept is that most of the generated excitons in either donor or acceptor ma-

terial may not reach the interface to dissociate due to their relatively short diffusion length. In

order to resolve this issue and to increase the interface area, the bulk heterojuction (BHJ) or-

ganic solar cells were developed in which active materials (the electron donor and acceptor) are

blended together to form bicontinuous interpenetrating networks (Figure 1.1 (right)) [4].

Figure 1.1: General device architectures of donor/acceptor solar cell with (left) a bilayer

polymer-based solar cell and (right) a bulk heterojunction solar cell.

1.3.1 Working principals of BHJ organic solar cells

The basic purpose of any solar cell is the conversion of solar energy into electrical energy by the

generation of a photocurrent. For an organic BHJ solar cell, this mechanism generally consists

of several steps.

1. In the first step, absorption of light leads to the formation of an excited state. This excita-

tion results into a strongly bound exciton (see Figure 1.2 #1) which should subsequently

be split into free charge carriers in order to generate a photocurrent.

2. After its formation, the exciton diffuses to the interface between the donor and acceptor

(Figure 1.2 #2). The distance, which an exciton can travel before decaying, is called the
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exciton diffusion length. The exciton diffusion length is typically very short (on the order

of ∼5-10 nm) due to its short lifetime (on the order of nanoseconds). If an exciton is

generated in a distance that is greater than its diffusion length from the heterojunction, it

recombines and cannot contribute to the photocurrent generation.

3. Once the exciton reaches the interface, an electron is transferred from donor to acceptor

(or a hole is transferred from acceptor to donor) (Figure 1.3 #3). The difference between

LUMO energy levels of donor and acceptor (or HOMO levels for hole transfer) is to be

greater than the binding energy of the exciton, providing the required energetic driving

force for exciton dissociation [5].

4. Once the exciton successfully separates into free charges the electron and the hole travel

through the donor and acceptor domains and finally towards the electrodes (Figure 1.4

#4). This can be considered as the last step in the operation of an OPV device.

Figure 1.2: (A) the mechanism of charge extraction in a donor/acceptor solar cell. (B) The

energy diagram of the photo induced charge generation in a donor/acceptor solar cell.

It should be noted that exciton dissociation does not necessarily lead to free charge formation.

This is because of the low dielectric constant of organic materials, which favors charge recom-

bination. The recombination could occur between the weakly bound electrons and hole from

the same exciton (geminate), between the electron and the hole in neighboring molecules at

the donor-acceptor interface (the charge transfer exciton), or between a free electron and hole,

which annihilate each other (non-geminate). The recombination of electron-hole pairs has been

found to be one of the major loss mechanisms in OPVs [6–9]. Another important factor affecting
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the charge extraction in the OPV devices is the charge carrier mobility of the organic materials

[10]. The charge carrier mobility of the active layer is determined by many factors, including

the internal topology of the π-orbitals, the solid-state packing, 3D morphology of the active

layer, and impurities.

1.3.2 Inorganic solar cells

The first single crystalline silicon solar cell was introduced in 1941. But a major breaktrough,

yielding a 4,5% efficient device, was obtained at Bell Laboratories in 1954. Conventional inor-

ganic (e.g., silicon) solar cells are usually made of a p-n junction. The general architecture of

a p-n junction is depicted in Figure 1.3. The p-type semiconductor has an excess of the posi-

tive charges (holes), and is usually doped using atoms containing less electron than silicon like

boron, while the n-type has an excess of the negative charges (electrons), and is doped using

atoms containing more electrons than silicon like phosphorous. When p-type and n-type are

in contact, carriers begin to diffuse from region of high concentration to lower concentration.

Holes from the p side migrate to the n side and leave behind the static negative charges on

atoms in solid state, while electrons from the n region migrate to the p side and leave behind

positive static charges. The internal electric field created by the static charges causes migrated

carriers to drift back at the same rate as they diffuse away until the diffusion stops. Conse-

quently, a thin layer of high potential gradient region starts to form near the p-n junction, called

the depletion layer (see Figure 1.3(a)). When light is absorbed by an inorganic semiconductor

PV device, it leads to immediate formation of free electrons and holes. These generated elec-

trons and holes are further separated by the electric field of the depletion layer, serving as a type

of charge selective area, and they move towards the associated electrodes by diffusion and/or

drift, depending on the operating conditions of the solar cell [11].

The photovoltage of a solar cell (VOC) is equal to the energy difference between the quasi-Fermi

levels of the holes and electrons. In the dark, these energies are identical (i.e. the Fermi level),

while under increasing illumination, the energies become increasingly different because of the

increasing charge densities in the device. The situation in the active layer of a classical solar cell

under illumination is depicted in a simple way in Figure 1.3(b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.3: (a) Working principles of a p-n junction. (b) A p-n junction solar cell under illumina-

tion. The dashed lines are the quasi-Fermi levels of the electrons (top) and the holes (bottom),

respectively.

1.3.3 Charge separation mechanism; organic versus inorganic solar

cells

The mechanism of charge generation and transport in organic solar cells is entirely different

in nature from their inorganic counterparts [12, 13]. In organic semiconductors, absorption

of photons produces electrostatically bound charge carriers (excitons). The exciton binding

energy, which is interpreted as the energy required to separate the electron from the hole, can

be written as

Eb =
e2

4πRε0εr
(1.1)

where e is the charge of the electron, ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum, εr is the dielectric con-
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stant of the medium, and R is the electron-hole separation distance. Due to the low dielectric

constant of organic materials (e.g., εr ∼ 3 − 4), the exciton binding energy in these materials

is usually more than an order of magnitude larger than the thermal energy available at room

temperature (Eb is in the range of 300 to 1400 meV [14, 15] compared to kBT , 25 meV). How-

ever, in inorganic materials photon absorption results in free electron and holes due to their

high dielectric constant and low exciton binding energy. Table 1.1 compares the value of the

electron-hole binding energy for several organic and inorganic materials.

Table 1.1: Comparing binding energy and dielectric constant of several organic and inorganic

materials

Material Dielectric constant ε Measured binding energy (meV)

Silicon (Si) 11.7 [16] 9.3 [16]

Germanium (Ga) 15.8 [16] 1.8 [16]

Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) 12.9 [17] 4.2 [18]

Alkoxy-PPV 3.1 [19] 360 [20]

C60 4.4 [21] ∼1500 [14, 15]

1.4 Effect of dielectric constant on efficiency of organic

solar cell

As it was explained before, the working principle of all OPV devices is based on the extrac-

tion of opposite charge carriers upon light absorption. Since these carriers are Coulombically

bound together, it stands to reason that if the Coulomb interaction between opposite charge car-

riers were decreased then the charge extraction would be easier [22]. Increasing the dielectric

constant of the medium is one of the apparent mechanisms to weaken these interactions and

consequently increase the efficiency of the OPV devices. The low dielectric constant in organic

materials also plays a negative role in processes related to the transport of separated charge

carriers in the donor/acceptor network such as all forms of geminate and non-geminate recom-

bination and space-charge formation. A high dielectric constant can enhance the operational

efficiency of the OPV devices in different ways:

1. Reduction of the exciton binding energy [23]
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2. Reduction in the singlet-triplet energy splitting [24]

3. Decreasing the reorganization energy [25]

4. Reduction of the Coulombic attraction within CT exciton

5. Decreasing the probability of geminate and non-geminate recombination [26, 27]

6. Reduction of the space-charge effect [28]

The effect of the dielectric constant on the overall power conversion efficiency of the organic

solar cells has been theoretically studied by Koster et al. [25]. In this study, first the impact of

reduced non-geminate recombination and space-charge effects through an increased dielectric

constant on the power conversion efficiency has been modeled by using available experimental

data for the PTB7:[70]PCBM system exhibiting a PCE of 7.4% for an optimized thickness of 100

nm [29]. Next, the effect of εr on cell efficiency, solely because of the reduced non-geminate re-

combination and space charge effect for an active layer of 250 nm was investigated (see Figure

1.4). The results show that the effect of dielectric constant on non-geminate recombination and

space-charge formation has a small effect on the power conversion efficiency of the solar cell

(see the black curve in Figure 1.4). However, if one also takes into account the effect of increas-

ing dielectric constant on the exciton binding energy, this will lead to a reduction of the required

energy offset at the donor/acceptor heterojunction (see the blue curve of Figure 1.4) and, there-

fore, much higher power conversion efficiencies can be predicted for the solar cell (see the red

curve of Figure 1.4) when higher dielectric constant material are used, with minimized energy

level offsets. This in-silico study proposes that the development of high dielectric constant

organic materials can lead to the production of solar cells with power conversion efficiencies

above 20%. It has also been shown that for dielectric constant above i.e., εr = 9, the exciton

binding energy drops below kBT which suggests that the use of donor/acceptor materials to

split the weakly bound excitons can be practically eliminated. Altogether, it can be proposed

that the development of high dielectric constant organic materials for OPV applications can

bridge the gap between the current organic solar cells and their inorganic counterparts and

lead to the production of low-cost organic solar cells with unique features like: light weight,

flexibility, ease of production.
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Figure 1.4: The efficiency estimation based on drift-diffusion calculations for a layer thickness

of 250 nm. Black curve shows the influence of the dielectric constant, while keeping all other

parameters fixed. Blue curve shows the strong dependency of the exciton binding energy on

the dielectric constant. Red curve shows the influence of the dielectric constant on the efficiency

by considering its effect on the exciton binding energy. Green line denotes the efficiency in the

radiation limit [25].

1.5 Determining factors affecting the dielectric constant

Dielectric constant can be defined as the ratio of the amount of electrical energy stored in a

material by an applied electric field, relative to that stored in vacuum. When an electric field

is applied in a dielectric medium, a part of the electric field energy will be used to polarize

the dielectric material; therefore it effectively screens the electric field. Therefore, dielectric

constant can be expressed as the ability of a material to polarize in response to an electric field.

The greater the polarization developed in a dielectric material by an applied field, the greater

its dielectric constant will be. Different materials, depending on their structure, respond in a

different way to an applied electric field. This is due to the existence of several polarization

mechanisms, which are discussed here.

1.5.1 Polarization mechanisms

Electronic polarization αe: Electronic polarization usually occurs in neutral atoms or molecules

when the equilibrium electron distribution slightly skews with respect to the positive nuclei to
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which it is associated (see Figure 1.5 (A)). This polarization can also occur in π-conjugated

molecules as result of electron cloud displacement of molecular orbitals. Since only the move-

ment of the electrons is involved, it can be considered as an instantaneous polarization and

the resonance frequency of the electronic polarization is typically beyond the frequency of the

visible light ∼ 1015 Hz [30]. Usually no frequency dependency behavior is observed for this

type of polarization because of the extremely fast response of the electron cloud to an applied

electric field.

Ionic (distortion) polarization αi: The ionic polarization is related to the distortion of the po-

sition of the nuclei by the applied field, thereby stretching or compressing the bond length (see

Figure 1.5(B)). Ionic polarization is operative up to 1012 − 1013 Hz; therefore its time response

is slower compared to the first type. Ionic polarization is present in molecules containing ionic

bonds. For example in NaCl the electric field tends to displace the positive ion Na+ and the

negative ion Cl−, resulting in a stretching or compression in the length of the bond. These

changes in bond lengths will result into a net dipole moment in the material [30].

The dipolar orientation polarization αo: Dipolar orientation polarization usually occurs in po-

lar molecules, which have permanent dipole moments. In the absence of an external field the

molecular dipoles may be randomly oriented, resulting in a complete cancellation of the polar-

ization. However, when an electric field is applied to the material the molecular dipoles tend to

align with the field in order to minimize the energy of the dipole subjected to the external field

(see Figure 1.5(C)). Dipolar polarization is temperature dependent and its typical value is much

larger that ionic and electronic polarizations. This type of polarization occurs up to microwave

frequencies (108 Hz).

The space charge (interfacial) polarization αsc: Interfacial polarization (space charge) hap-

pens as a result of local accumulation of charges through the material. When the material is

in electrical contact, charge carriers are injected to the material and can be trapped in the bulk

or near the interfaces. However, it generally occurs at boundaries, inter-phase boundaries, and

surfaces, where dipoles can orient to a certain degree under an electric field and contribute to

the total polarization of dielectric materials. This type of polarization rather than being a di-

rect property of a material is only a feature of hetero-structures and usually contributes to the

total polarization in low frequencies up to 104 Hz. The frequency range for each mechanism is

schematically shown in Figure 1.6. The value of dielectric constant is high at low frequencies

because of contribution of all polarization mechanisms. However, as the frequency increases,
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the relaxation time of the molecules is not able to follow the frequency of the electric field due

to inertia of the molecules and ions and the value of dielectric constant decreases.

Figure 1.5: Different polarization mechanisms; (A) electronic polarization, (B) ionic polarization

and (C) dipolar orientation polarization.

Figure 1.6: The frequency dependency of polarization mechanisms.
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1.5.2 The relation between dielectric constant and polarization

Considering a dielectric material under a uniform electric field (E), Clausius and Mossotti de-

rived a relation between dielectric constant of the material and electronic and ionic polariza-

tions of the molecules [31].

εr − 1

εr + 2
=

MNA

3ρε0
(αi + αe) (1.2)

where NA is Avogadros number, ρ is the density, M is the molar mass of the material, αi and αe

are the effective ionic and electronic polarizability, respectively, and ε0 is the permittivity of the

vacuum. It should be noted that Clausius-Mossotti equation is only valid for non-polar mate-

rials and cannot be used in the case of polar molecules. Dipolar dielectric materials possess an

orientational polarization (αo) due to the reordering of permanent dipoles in response to an ap-

plied electric field. This is related to the reorientation of the molecules, which are heavier than

atoms, therefore, it contributes to the total molecular polarizability at much lower frequencies

than electronic and ionic polarizations do. Debye proved that the orientational polarization can

be expressed as µ2/kBT where µ is the magnitude of the permanent dipole and kB is the Boltz-

mann constant. Therefore, the relationship between the polarization and dielectric constant for

dipolar materials can be described through

εr − 1

εr + 2
=

MNA

3ρε0
(αi + αe +

µ2

3kBT
) (1.3)

The Debye equation has been successfully used to predict the static dielectric constant of many

polar liquids and gasses [32]. According to this equation, improving polarization mechanisms

increases the dielectric constant of the material. This includes addition of polar molecules to

improve orientation polarization, increasing number of ionic bonds in the material to increase

ionic polarization or increasing electron density in the material to increase electronic polariza-

tion (i.e. by introducing larger atoms). Another outcome of the Debye equation is that dielectric

constant increases with increasing density of the film (i.e. minimizing free volume). Free vol-

ume is defined as the volume, which is not occupied by the organic material [33].

1.5.3 Dielectric loss

Dielectric loss is a measure for how much electromagnetic energy is lost as heat during the

polarization of a material under an alternating electric field. The dielectric loss of a dielectric
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material is generally attributed to distortional, dipolar, interfacial, and conduction losses [34].

The frequency and temperature dependence of the dielectric loss provide important informa-

tion on the charge transfer mechanisms operative in the materials. Generally, a low dielectric

loss is desired in order to increase the performance of the devices and to prevent energy dissi-

pation.

1.6 High dielectric constant materials

Materials with high dielectric constant play an important role in many applications such as

electronic devices, field effect transistors, capacitors and memory storage applications. Ce-

ramics are traditionally known as high dielectric constant materials but having low breakdown

strength, fragility and heaviness makes them impractical for many applications such as portable

electronics [35, 36]. Considering these limitations polymers and organic materials [37] have

been extensively explored as alternative dielectric materials. However, polymers and organic

materials generally exhibit very low dielectric constant compared to ceramics and other inor-

ganic dielectric materials. Therefore, a lot of effort has been made in order to improve the

dielectric constant of these materials.

There are two well-established routes for achieving polymer composites with high dielectric

constant. One method is the addition of high dielectric constant fillers or highly polarizable

dopants to the material without changing its chemical structure. The other method is to mod-

ify the molecular structure such that the materials inherently demonstrate a higher dielectric

constant. This can be done by, for example, incorporating highly polar groups into the molecu-

lar structure of the material by means of various synthetic tools. These dielectric enhancement

strategies are extensively discussed in the following sections for general organic electronic ap-

plication and specifically for OPV devices.

1.6.1 High dielectric materials for general organic electronics

A conventional way to increase the dielectric constant of polymers is the addition of high dielec-

tric constant ceramic fillers such as BaTiO3, ZrO2, TiO2, or SrTiO3 to the polymer matrix [38–42].

Another strategy is blending the polymer matrix with conductive fillers such as carbon black,

carbon nanotubes, conductive fillers or metal particles [43–45]. However, these composites

show high dielectric loss due to the high electrical conductivity of the fillers and usually exhibit
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very low breakdown strength. Another major drawback of this method is non-uniform particle

dispersion and difficulties in processability. Additionally, most polymer nano-composites have

rough and heterogeneous interfaces due to the poor compatibility between fillers and matrix,

which indeed produces noticeable dielectric loss. It has been shown that the relative dielectric

constant of polymers can be increased by addition of electron-rich organic dopants containing

polarizable aromatic groups, like phenanthrene (see Figure 1.7). The dielectric constant of the

studied polymer increased from 3 up to 5, but on the other hand addition of this dopant caused

high dielectric loss and lowering of the glass transition temperature in the polymer [46]. How-

ever, addition of organic dopants with a permanent dipole moment, like naphthacenchinone

and 9-cyano phenanthrene (see Figure 1.7), to the polymer did not alter the value of the di-

electric constant. An explanation for this may be that a molecule without permanent dipole

moment can be more easily polarized because a molecular reorientation in the field is not nec-

essary [46].

Figure 1.7: Chemical structures of some electron rich organic dopants.

Apart from addition of fillers and dopants, several strategies have been reported for synthesiz-

ing polymers with an increased dielectric constant. In this respect, a polyacrylate was synthe-

sized in which polarizable terthiophene groups, via the formation of nano-crystalline domains,

dramatically increased the dielectric constant across a wide range of frequencies (see Figure

1.8). It was indicated that the formation of nano-dipoles from nanoscale crystalline domains

of organized oligothiophene side chains might be responsible for high polarizability and fast

dielectric response under electric field. If generalizable, this strategy could prove effective for

non-conjugated polymers [47].

From the point of view of molecular design, introducing strong polar groups or chains into

the molecular structure is an attractive tool to improve its dielectric constant. One viable ap-

proach to increase polarity and dielectric constant of polymers could be the incorporation of
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Figure 1.8: Chemical structures of poly terthiophene methacrylate.

cyano groups into molecular chain. In a promising study, new polyimides bearing pendant

cyano groups were synthesized [48]. In comparison with no cyano-containing corresponding

polyimides with dielectric constant of 3.16 and 3.02, the polymer with cyano groups exhibited

higher dielectric constants of 3.73 and 3.62 respectively [48] (see Figure 1.9). This increase of

the dielectric constant was suggested to be due to the high molar polarization and low mo-

lar volume of the cyano groups [49]. In addition, measurements showed that the dielectric

constant of polyimide films decreased with increasing frequency. This was attributed to the

inability of the dipoles to reorient in a rapidly varying electric field [50]. These results suggest

that the introduction of cyano groups into the polyimide structure would make contribution

toward increasing the dielectric constant. All of the synthesized polyimides indicated higher

glass transition temperatures, excellent thermal stability and tensile properties.

Figure 1.9: Chemical structures of polyimides with cyano groups.

Another approach for improving dielectric constant of organic materials made use of the three-
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dimensional self-organized super-molecular structures [51]. For example, it has been reported

that a hyper-branched phthalocyanine macromolecular systems exhibited an enhanced dielec-

tric constant of ∼15 [52]. In this case, the high dielectric constant was attributed to the long-

range delocalization deriving from the branched architecture, although the combined effect of

nitrile groups in the molecular architecture cannot be neglected. Despite an enhanced dielectric

constant, these materials cannot be completely categorized as organic due to the presence of

inorganic elements (i.e., copper in the latter case) in their molecular structure.

1.6.2 High dielectric organic materials for photovoltaic applications

Previously we discussed that if conjugated organic materials with high dielectric constant (i.e.,

εr > 10) are developed, solar cells with efficiencies comparable to that of the inorganic counter-

parts can be predicted. Therefore, to push the limits of organic photovoltaics, developing novel

methods to increase the dielectric constant of organic semiconductors seems crucial. Despite

its importance, to date, only very few attempts at increasing the dielectric constant of organic

semiconductors have been published. In a recent study, the physical addition of high dielectric

constant camphoric anhydride (CA) to a B,O-chelated azadipyrromethene (BO-ADPM) donor

material has led to an increase of dielectric constant from 4.46 to 10.8 for the BO-ADPM film

with 1:1 blend ratio (see Figure 1.10). With the increase in dielectric constant of the donor

film, the exciton binding energy was reduced and the exciton separation and power conversion

efficiency of the corresponding planar heterojunction device (with C60 as the acceptor) was

slightly enhanced. However, authors claimed that blending BO-ADPM with non-conducting

CA resulted in a significantly lower hole mobility and significant reduction of the film absorp-

tion properties as the wide HOMO-LUMO gap of CA molecules do not absorb in the visible

light region [53].

In another case of high dielectric additives, it has been shown that dielectric constant of a con-

jugated polymer M-TQ1 (see Figure 1.11) can be significantly improved via salt doping with

LiTFSI (lithium bis(trifluoro-methyl-sulfonyl)imide). The authors claimed that the increase in

dielectric constant resulted from reorientation of bound ion pairs or clusters of ions in response

to the applied electric field. This study also showed that the addition of LiTFSI to the M-TQ1

polymer increased both the mobility and density of holes and enhanced charge carrier lifetime.

However, it also led to an undesirable phase-separated morphology of the donor-acceptor net-

work resulting in the lower efficiency of the devices [54].
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Figure 1.10: Chemical structures of B,O-chelated azadipyrromethene (BO-ADPM) and cam-

phoric anhydride (CA).

Figure 1.11: Chemical structures of M-TQ1.

Engel et al. have demonstrated that introducing inorganic high dielectric SrTiO3 improves

the dielectric constant in the organic matrix and reduces the Coulomb interaction. Their re-

sults showed that the power conversion efficiencies in P3HT:PCBM solar cells with integrated

strontium titanate was improved slightly in comparison to a reference cell without integrated

nanoparticles. However, the authors claimed that this method required extensive stirring times

(24 h at T = 65-70◦C) for proper dispersion of the nanoparticles in solution, which led to a

degradation of the organic semiconductor and its morphology [38].
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The non-synthetic approaches such as physically mixing organic semiconductors with high di-

electric constant molecules or ion doping seem to be straightforward yet less likely to keep the

absorption, transport and morphology unaffected. These limitations would stimulate the use of

synthetic approaches for increasing the dielectric constant of the conjugated organic semicon-

ductors for photovoltaic applications. Until our studies, there are only a few examples which

report on synthetic increase of dielectric constant of organic semiconductors to values greater

than 4.

The Debye equation implies that the dielectric constant always scales with the polarizability;

meaning that a better polarization of the material results into a higher dielectric constant. There-

fore, one of the possible strategies to synthetically improve the dielectric constant of the organic

semiconductors is to design molecular structures containing highly polarizable groups. This

strategy has been used by Breselge et al which modified the side chains of poly phenylene

vinylene (PPV) derivatives using oligo(oxyethylene) groups. The results show an increased

dielectric constant from 3.1 to 5.5 by addition of PEO side chains, while the hole mobility re-

mained unchanged [19] (see Figure 1.12). However, the BHJ solar cell of corresponding PPV

polymers and PCBM did not present the expected efficiency enhancement, reportedly due to

the incompatible polarities of the donor and acceptor leading to the poor morphology of the

films. In addition, Lenes and co-workers showed that PEO-PPV with εr = 4 in a blend with the

fullerene variant, PCB-EH, resulted in enhancement of the charge separation efficiency. How-

ever, unfavorable large domain formation of polymer and fullerene led to lower power effi-

ciency [55].

Figure 1.12: Chemical structures of PPV derivatives.

Another recent study shows a different synthetic strategy for increasing the dielectric constant

by addition of fluorine atoms to a thiophenequinoxaline copolymer (see Figure 1.13). Using this

method the dielectric constant was increased from 4.2 to 5.5 and the polymer HOMO level was
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lowered effectively. The high dielectric constant of the polymer: [70]PCBM blend film helped

the charge transfer exciton dissociation and reduced the energy loss, and thus led to a larger

VOC [56]. Hence, various parameter changes resulted from the introduction of the fluorine

atom.

Figure 1.13: Chemical structures of thiophenequinoxaline copolymers.

In 2014, a paper was published on the influence of fluorination of a polymer backbone on the

film dielectric constant and VOC. Yang and co-workers synthesized three polymers having a

different number of fluorine groups and got results similar to those obtained by Lu et. al. [56].

It was shown that the addition of fluorine substituents on the polymer increased the dielectric

constant and lowered the charge transfer exciton binding energy and thus, increased the VOC

[57].

Another possibility could be the introduction of the cyano-functionalized side chains to the

conjugated polymer. It was claimed that the incorporation of ω-cyanoalkyl side chains in-

creased the dielectric constant of a polymer with structure shown in figure 1.14 from εr ∼ 3.5

to εr ∼ 5.0. This changes suppressed non-geminate recombination losses in planar heterojunc-

tion solar cells, resulting in improved carrier life times, open-circuit voltage (VOC) and short

circuit current (JSC), while maintaining hole mobility, frontier orbital energy levels, and optical

absorption unchanged (see Figure 1.14) [58].

This literature survey suggests that there is very little known concerning synthetic approaches

for increasing the dielectric constant of molecular semiconductors. This will be the main subject

of study for this thesis.
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Figure 1.14: Chemical structures of conjugated polymers with ω-cyano side chain.

1.7 Electron mobility

Charge carrier transport is another essential factor determining the performance of organic elec-

tronics and optoelectronic devices including light-emitting diodes (OLED), field-effect transis-

tors (OFET) and organic photovoltaic cells (OPV). Charge transport is generally expressed in

terms of charge carrier mobility (µ), which is proportional to the drift velocity of the charge

carrier under an applied electric field. The charge carrier transport in organic semiconductors

is usually explained through a hopping mechanism, which is fundamentally different from the

band transport mechanism for inorganic materials [59]. Due to the hopping nature of trans-

port, organic semiconductors generally exhibit a lower mobility compared to that of inorganic

semiconductors. Therefore, a lot of effort has been put in the field of organic electronics to de-

velop functional organic materials with improved mobilities to compete with their inorganic

counterparts.

Charge carrier mobility is an intrinsic property of a semiconducting material. In addition to

the chemical structure and purity of the material, it depends on temperature, electric field and

orientation of the current relative to the crystal [60]. Several experimental techniques were de-

veloped for measuring charge carrier mobility in organic materials. Time of flight measurement

(TOF), space charge limited current (SCLC) measurement and field effect transistor (FET) mea-

surement are the most commonly used techniques. The FET method measures the mobility

parallel to the electrodes within a very thin insulator-organic interface region under influence

of gate bias. In comparison, SCLC and TOF methods measure the bulk mobility and perpen-

dicular to the electrodes [61]. It should be noted that the measured value of charge carrier mo-
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bility of organic materials from experiments depends strongly on the measurement technique

employed. For example, FET mobility measurements typically give values several orders of

magnitude higher than those obtained from time of flight (TOF) or space charge limited current

(SCLC) measurements for the same material. This difference in measured charge carrier mobil-

ity depends on the differences in charge carrier density in different experimental techniques.

Since bulk charge carrier mobility at relatively low charge carrier concentration (under 1 sun

irradiation) is operative, when considering PV application of semiconductors, the SCLC val-

ues are considered most relevant. It should be noted that, according to PV theory, a very high

concentration of charge carriers in the solar cell is preferred, because this leads to the differ-

ence in electrochemical potential of the electrons and the holes (i.e. difference in quasi-Fermi

level energies), which is the origin of the (open circuit) voltage of the device. However, these

charges should obviously not recombine! Therefore, the main goal in design of semiconductor

materials for (O)PV is not to obtain a high charge carrier mobility, but rather to avoid charge

recombination.

1.8 Fullerenes

In 1985, Richard Smalley, Robert Curl and Harry Kroto detected C60 for the first time as un-

usually abundant species in mass spectra recorded on carbon clusters produced by laser vapor-

ization of graphite in helium flow [62]. Later they shared a Nobel Prize for chemistry in 1996

for their discovery. This new allotrope of carbon has the structure of truncated icosahedron,

and was named Buckminsterfullerene after the architect Buckminster Fuller who designed a

geodesic domes in the 1960’s. The structure of the C60 is a combination of 12 pentagons and

20 hexagons. All the rings are fused in such way that no two pentagon rings are next to each

other and all the double bonds are conjugated. However, considering the bond length alter-

nation showed that all the double bonds are located in the six-member rings and there are is

very little double bond character in pentagons [63]. It has been found that C60 is not a su-

per aromatic molecule and it possesses a polyenic structure. The chemical reactivity of C60 is

similar to an electron deficient olefin that easily reacts with nucleophiles and is a reactive com-

ponent in cycloadditions. This reactivity of C60 can also be explained by its cage-like structure

formed through all sp2 hybridized carbon atoms [64]. Since they cannot be planar in a cage

structure there is a certain degree of pyrimidalization, which causes strain, and the release of
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this strain with the change of hybridization from sp2 to sp3 is a driving force for reactions on

fullerenes [65]. Fullerenes in general are (close to) spherical molecules, made of fused pentagon

and hexagon rings of carbon atoms. Since a network consisting of only hexagons is planar, the

presence of pentagons is necessary to introduce curvature. The isolated pentagon rule (IPR)

states that all pentagons in fullerenes are surrounded by hexagons only and C60 is the small-

est stable structure. The next higher stable and IPR satisfying fullerene is C70 (see Figure 1.15)

followed by higher fullerenes C74, C76, C78, C80, C82, C84, etc.

Figure 1.15: The chemical structure of C60 fullerene, C70 higher fullerene and [60]PCBM.

C60 is the most abundant representative of the fullerene family [62] and it was produced for the

first time on a preparative scale in 1990 using resistive heating of graphite [64]. The availability

of the first milligram quantities of C60 generated an extraordinary outburst of academic and

industrial research in several different disciplines, especially in materials science, in which its

rich electronic and electrochemical behavior generated great expectations [66].

1.8.1 Fullerenes in organic electronics

The observation of photo-induced electron transfer from a conjugated polymer to C60 (Buck-

minster fullerene) in 1993 was a break-through in organic photovoltaic research. Fullerenes

possess a great electron accepting capability, which makes them suitable for organic solar cell

applications. However, the main limitation of C60 is its poor solubility. This serious obstacle

was resolved through functionalization chemistry of the fullerene [66–70], which was success-

fully addressed when C60 was replaced by a more soluble fullerene derivative phenyl-C61-

butyric acid methyl ester ([60]PCBM, or simply PCBM) while maintaining much of desirable
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electronic properties of the native fullerene (see Figure 1.15).

PCBM was first developed in research as a soluble intermediate in the synthesis of HIV in-

hibitors [71]. This anti HIV treatment showed limited success but it later became the most

widely used fullerene derivative for molecular electronics applications. Until today, PCBM is

used as the standard electron acceptor in every novel donor/acceptor bulk heterojunction so-

lar cell [72]. However, the corresponding C70 derivative, commonly known as [70]PCBM, is

usually more preferable than the C60 derivative [73]. This is because many narrow-bandgap

polymers show relatively weak absorption in the blue/green spectral window, which is a re-

gion where [70]PCBM shows a much stronger absorption than [60]PCBM. Hence, [70]PCBM

is actively involved in light harvesting in these systems through the processes of absorption

and subsequent photo-induced hole transfer [74]. Up to now, fullerene derivatives have been

extensively used in molecular electronics applications mainly due to their unique electron ac-

cepting capabilities combined with their good solubility in a wide range of organic solvents,

easy functionalization and good electron mobility (up to 6 cm2V−1s−1) [75].

1.9 Outline

The main challenge for widespread commercial use of fullerenes in OPV devices is to develop

new fullerene-based materials with higher dielectric constant than PCBM while keeping other

electrical and chemical properties unchanged. This can lead to development of OPV devices

with efficiencies comparable to that of inorganic solar cells. The aim of the work described

in this thesis is to develop fullerene derivatives with higher dielectric constant and electron

mobility through synthetic approach.

In chapter two, the influence of installing push-pull groups on the dielectric constant of fullerene

derivatives is described. For this purpose, two C60 derivatives with push-pull groups were syn-

thesized and studied both by experimental and theoretical methods.

Chapter three describes a synthetic way to increase the dielectric constant of fullerene derivati-

ves by introducing polar triethylene glycol monoethyl ether (TEG) side chains to fulleropyrro-

lidines. The proposed method is appealing since it does not devaluate opto-electrical properties

as well as the orbital energy levels of the compound.

In chapter four, new compounds are synthesized in order to study the effect of several pa-

rameters on the dielectric constant of fullerene derivatives. The considered parameters include
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length of the ethylene glycol side chains, the effect of installing high dielectric constant side

chains and finally, the insertion of highly polarizable groups.

In Chapter five three fullerene derivatives with different numbers of acetylene groups are syn-

thetized and their bulk electron mobility in different annealing conditions is measured using a

space-charge limited current method. In addition, to investigate the possible effect of the con-

tact materials on the results, the measurement s is performed using different contact materials.
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